2006 Chemistry Concentrators and Their Destinations as of May 2006

Jacob Parker Albright not reported
Melissa Maria Bachorski undecided
Barbara Helen Besal high school chemistry teacher, Virginia Beach Public Schools
(chem/physics) graduate studies in materials science & engineering, U. Delaware
Jonathan Henry Boyle medical school, MCV/VCU
M M H Christopher George Brown graduate studies in chemistry, UC Berkeley
M H Eleanor Carol Browne medical school, Uniformed Services University
William Eric Bylund work for a year before applying to medical school
Steven Alexander Calder (math/chem) graduate studies in math, U. Maryland
dental school, U. Conn
Bradley John Carra
Ryan David Clayton work in the public health field before earning a Master’s in Public Health
Kevin Wayne Duke (bio/chem) graduate studies in molecular and cellular biology, Harvard
Kathleen Rose Dunn work at EVMS
Sarah Kathryn Dutcher master’s program in chemistry, W&J
Ryan Marie Fame working as a chemist (Dec. ’05)
Thomas William Fuller graduate studies in chemistry, U. Denver
Arthur Jaeton Glover
Megan Elisabeth Hilton undecided
Nicholas Edward Holubowitch
Alan Thomas Hopkinson
Daniel John Horgan field director for Virginia 21
Elizabeth Arielle Ilardi graduate studies in chemistry and biochemistry, Florida State
Gu Sul Kim work for a year before applying to medical school
Maria Theoptania Koumas pharmacy school, MCV/VCU
Priscilla Marilyn Krai undecided
Christopher John Kub
M Derek Austin LaMontagne graduate studies in chemistry and biochemistry, Georgia Tech
M H Steven Morgan Lewis (chem/math) graduate studies in chemistry, U. Florida
Brian Lee Low graduate studies in biochemistry and biophysics, UNC
undecided
Courtney Elizabeth Mason veterinary school, MD-VA Regional College of Veterinary Medicine
Yuichi Matsuyama graduate studies in materials science and engineering, Penn State
Rachel Aviva Metz undecided
William Marc Mihlmester not reported (Dec. ’05)
M M H Christopher Andrew O’Neill medical school, Columbia
Sarah Victoria Orski graduate studies in chemistry, U. Georgia
Amy Justine Palesko Fulbright Scholarship to study chemistry/computer science in Japan
Anna Katherine Pawlow high school chemistry teacher, Georgetown Day School
Katherine Elizabeth Pharr graduate studies in chemistry, Wake Forest
Julianne Pupa not reported
Devon Allison Shick undecided
M M H Melissa Margaret Sprachman graduate studies in chemistry, U. Pittsburgh
Meghan Patricia Sullivan not reported
Sumner Wynn Svensson ranch hand, C-Lazy-U Ranch
Christina Helen Wales graduate studies in chemistry, UT-Austin
M H Austin Blackburn Wiles medical school, EVMS
Christopher Michael Williams not reported
M H Justin Wayne Williams graduate studies in forensic science, Marshall U.
Melissa Ashley Winkler (Dec. ’06)

PBK Monroe Scholar

Honors in Chemistry